Support Ontario's educational media organization

March 2017 Primetime Schedule
WEDNESDAY MARCH 1
The Polar Bear Family and Me
(3 of 3). Gordon Buchanan and the team
return to Svalbard in September on the trail
of Lyra and her cub Miki. He soon discovers
that Lyra has been eating plastic fishing
floats to stave off her hunger. [CC]
7:00pm

Donate now to TVO!

4:00am Her Story:

3:00am Question Period [NEW!]

The Female Revolution
Religion. There has never been a better
time to be born a woman thanks to recent
progress on equal rights. Meet the women
fighting for more equality within their
own religious faiths. [RP] [CC]

THURSDAY MARCH 2

8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description below.

Walking Through History
Stonehenge. Tony Robinson heads across
Wiltshire to witness the last centuries
of the Stone Age. His route through
the Salisbury plain takes him through
the greatest concentration of prehistoric
sites in Europe. [DV] [CC]
7:00pm

9:00pm Apocalypse: World War 1

Rage (4 of 5). In 1917, German submarine
attacks in the Atlantic will finally pull the
Americans into the war. However, they
arrive too late to help prevent the carnage
of the Battle of Passchendaele. [DV] [CC]

8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin
10:00pm How the Earth

Changed History
Human Planet (5 of 5). Iain Stewart explores
the most recently established force on
Earth, humans. It’s easy to think of human
impact on the planet as negative, but as Iain
discovers, this isn’t always the case. [CC]

See description below.

Science journalist Lone Frank wants to
know how the advent of personal genetics
will help change our individual view of
ourselves and affect our understanding
of human nature. [CC]
10:00pm Picasso: The Legacy

12:00am Apocalypse: World War 1

Rage (4 of 5). See 9pm [DV] [RP] [CC]

How the Earth
Changed History
Human Planet (5 of 5). See 10pm [RP] [CC]

1:00am

Thanks to family archives, this
documentary tells a comprehensive story
of the Picasso family. The painter’s life
and work are revealed through works
discovered posthumously. [CC]
11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description below.

2:00am The Polar Bear Family and Me

(3 of 3). See 7pm [RP] [CC]

The Female Revolution
Women and Work. In the final part of the
series, we focus on the workplace and meet
the women from Saudi Arabia to Brazil
who are defying expectations and breaking
through in the most unexpected places.
[RP] [CC]

FRIDAY MARCH 3
Hard Rock Medical
Tainted Blood. Gary has an altercation with
a racist cop that puts his medical education
in jeopardy. Meanwhile, Nancy comes up
with an idea to help her patient get over his
depression. 14+ [DV] [RP] [CC]
7:00pm

The Water Brothers [NEW!]
(1 of 6). In the season four premiere, the
brothers travel to the Amazon to meet
with innovative farmers and Indigenous
communities who are trying to protect
forests while combating the growing
threat of forest fires. [CC]
7:25pm

8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description below.
9:00pm Heartbeat

Tricks of the Trade. Someone is robbing
the homes of the recently deceased.
Gina and Mary have had it with Blaketon’s
interference at the pub. 14+ [CC]

12:00am Genetic Me

See 9pm [RP] [CC]

3:00am Question Period [NEW!]

Question Period in the Legislative
Assembly of Ontario. [CC]

1:00am

Picasso: The Legacy

See 10pm [RP] [CC]

2:00am Walking Through History

Stonehenge. See 7pm [DV] [RP] [CC]

The Agenda
with Steve Paikin
In-depth analysis and
intelligent debate on the issues
that are changing Ontario and
the world beyond. For nightly
topics, visit tvo.org.

[RP] = Repeat Program
[CC] = Closed Captioned

10:00pm New Tricks

London Underground. When the body
of film critic Oliver Houghton is found in
the Thames, Sasha Miller is forced to work
alongside her ex-husband Ned Hancock.
14+ [CC]

Where to find TVO:
TVO airs on cable channel 2 in most areas.
Rogers HD channel 580; Bell HD channel 1209;
Bell Fibe TV SD channel 209; Bell TV channel 265;
Shaw Direct SD channel 39; Shaw Direct SD channel 353.

Weekdays at 8 and 11 pm

[NEW!] = New Episode			
[DV] = Descriptive Video 		

4:00am Her Story:

9:00pm Genetic Me

11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description below.

Question Period in the Legislative
Assembly of Ontario [CC]

Find us online:
tvo.org
tvokids.com

Times listed are in eastern time.
Programming is subject to change.

Connect with TVO:
youtube.com/tvo
facebook.com/tvo
twitter.com/tvo
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11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

9:00pm The Somme 1916 – From Both

12:00am Chubby Chaser

Sides of the Wire [NEW!]
Defence in Depth. Peter Barton concentrates
on the second phase of the battle, from
the middle of July to the middle of
September 1916. [CC]

See No Evil. Hear No Evil, Speak No Evil.
When surveillance equipment is found in
the offices of an extreme left-wing political
party, it looks like the work of the Danish
Security and Intelligence Service. 14+ [CC]

[DV] [RP] [CC]

10:05pm The Somme 1916 – From Both

SUNDAY MARCH 5

See description below.

Jeff Sterne, a Toronto filmmaker who
admires larger women, questions why
society equates thin with beautiful.

Decency in the Middle. The countdown to
election day is full of surprises on all sides.
Birgitte Nyborg decides at the last minute
to head in her own direction. 14+ [CC]

Sides of the Wire [NEW!]
End Game. Peter Barton concludes his
history of the battle in the final months
of the campaign. He shows how a remarkable
German tactical revolution impacted the
Allied advance. [CC]

1:50am		

11:05pm Green Heroes

12:50am Borgen

Borgen
Count to 90. Birgitte Nyborg is undeniably
the winner of the election. Her focus now
turns to the negotiation of alliances and the
forming of a new coalition government.
14+ [CC]
Borgen
The Art of the Possible. After only a few short
months, Birgitte Nyborg has negotiated
her first finance bill into place. But before
the final ratification, several members of
parliament withdraw their support. 14+ [CC]

Biting into Change. Food is at the core
of our life, but changing how we produce
and consume food is at the centre of a
sustainable life. These Green Heroes
find planet-saving measures at the end
of a fork. [DV] [CC]

2:50am

Borgen
100 Days. TV journalist Katrine Fonsmark
gets the scoop of her life when an anonymous
source contacts her with important security
information. The pressure is on Birgitte
Nyborg to kill the story. 14+ [CC]
3:50am

SATURDAY MARCH 4
National Geographic
Mysteries of the Moose. The moose is a
colossus of size, power and majesty, with
an armoury unmatched on Earth. Explore
the hidden life of an icon of the northern
wilderness. [DV] [CC]
7:00pm

8:00pm The Somme 1916 – From Both

Sides of the Wire [NEW!]
First Day. Peter Barton explores the events
leading up to the notoriously bloody first day
of the offensive. Walking the battlefield,
he explains the failures that led to over
20,000 British deaths. [CC]

11:35pm National Geographic

Mysteries of the Moose. See 7pm [DV] [RP] [CC]

4:00am Borgen

National Geographic
Shark Kill Zone. Travel to 10 shark hotspots to reveal spectacular kinds of sharkfeeding behaviour. [CC]
7:00pm

8:00pm Hard Rock Medical [NEW!]
Urn to Let Go. Gina’s apology to a patient
goes terribly awry and Charlie gets news that
may put an end to his dream of a medical
career. 14+ [DV] [CC]
8:30pm The Water Brothers

(1 of 6). The brothers travel to the Amazon
to meet with innovative farmers and
Indigenous communities who are trying
to protect forests while combating the
growing threat of forest fires. [RP] [CC]

12:30am Occupied

December (9 of 10). Jesper Berg continues
as the country’s prime minister from within
the U.S. Embassy, but the Americans are
not particularly thrilled about his politics.
14+ [CC]

9:00pm Midsomer Murders

The Dagger Club. The unveiling of a newly
discovered novel by George Summersbee
is jeopardized when the manuscript is stolen
and a woman is electrocuted by a boobytrapped roulette wheel. 14+ [CC]

1:15am		 Occupied

December (10 of 10). In an interview with
an American news channel Jesper Berg
claims that the Americans are supporting
the Norwegian side of the conflict.
14+ [CC]

10:30pm Pink Ribbons, Inc.

2:00am Borgen

12:15am National Geographic

Men Who Love Women. With the support
of the minister of trade and industry,
Birgitte Nyborg puts forth a proposal for
gender quotas on Danish companies’
boards of directors. 14+ [CC]

Each year, millions of dollars are raised
in the name of breast cancer, but where
does this money go and what does it
actually achieve? [CC]
Shark Kill Zone. See 7pm [RP] [CC]

Hard Rock Medical
Urn to Let Go. See 8pm [DV] [RP] [CC]
1:00am

1:25am		 The Water Brothers
3:00am Borgen

State Visit. The president of the former
Soviet republic Turgistan comes to take
over the chairmanship of an international
board. 14+ [CC]

(1 of 6). See 8:30pm [RP] [CC]

Borgen
The Silly Season. It is summer, and not
much is going on in parliament. Yet when
Michael Laugesen announces that he
has written a book containing disclosures
of his years in politics, something happens.
14+ [CC]
1:55am
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Borgen
Divide and Rule. When unpleasant surprises
surface in the wake of a big plane purchase,
the media launches an offensive against
members of parliament. 14+ [CC]

1:00am

Borgen
The First Tuesday in October. A year after
taking office, Birgitte Nyborg’s government
is in internal conflict and her marriage is
hanging by a thread. As she prepares for
another year in parliament, what can be
saved? 14+ [CC]

2:00am Borgen

2:55am

3:55am

Superfoods: The Real Story
(5 of 8). See 10pm [RP] [CC]

The Water Brothers
(1 of 6). The brothers travel to the Amazon
to bring home the powerful message of what
happens to the water cycle when too many
trees are removed. [RP] [CC]

Urn to Let Go. See 10:30pm [DV] [RP] [CC]
89,000 Children. Prime Minister
Birgitte Nyborg visits soldiers stationed
in Afghanistan when their encampment
comes under attack, claiming the lives
of several soldiers. 14+ [CC]
Question Period in the Legislative
Assembly of Ontario [CC]

Food Unwrapped
(1 of 5). Jimmy Doherty discovers that
there’s more to traditionally-matured
cheese than meets the eye, thanks to
a microorganism that helps give them
their distinctive hard rinds. [CC]
8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.

9:00pm The Missing [NEW!]

(5 of 8). Tony and Emily’s pleas to investigate
the pedophile suspect again fall on deaf ears.
Tony decides to take matters into his own
hands and has a violent confrontation with
life-changing consequences. 14+ [CC]

The Food Detectives
(1 of 6) Alice Roberts reveals that three
quarters of us are taking home a food
poisoning bug with us from the supermarket.
It’s a health food scandal that few of us
have even heard of - Campylobacter. [CC]
4:05am

TUESDAY MARCH 7

2:00am Borgen

In Brussels No One Can Hear You Scream.
Birgitte Nyborg is about to appoint a
new EU commissioner. Her old mentor,
Bent Sejro, is an obvious candidate
but refuses Birgitte’s offer as he feels she
is trying to get rid of him. 14+ [CC]
Question Period in the Legislative
Assembly of Ontario [CC]

The Food Detectives
(3 of 6) Alice Roberts finds out about the
latest research which suggests that drinking
artificially sweetened drinks can encourage
us to eat more than we might expect. [CC]
4:05am

Time Team
Search for the Domesday Mill. When
Stephen and Stephanie Fry bought a few
acres of prime Somerset pasture to graze
their horses, they inadvertently also bought
the remains of Buck Mill, an 18th-century
water mill. [CC]

WEDNESDAY MARCH 8

8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

9:00pm Don’t Panic:

9:00pm Apocalypse: World War 1

7:00pm

See description on first page.

The Real Story [NEW!]
(5 of 8). What are the muscle healing
properties of cherries and can spinach really
boost our biceps? [CC]

The Truth About Population
With the world’s population at 7 billion
and still growing, we often look at the future
with dread. But world famous statistical
showman Prof Hans Rosling presents
a different view. [CC]

10:30pm Hard Rock Medical

10:00pm National Geographic [NEW!]

10:00pm Superfoods:

National Geographic
Breakthrough – Energy on the Edge.
See 10pm [RP] [CC]
1:00am

3:00am Question Period [NEW!]

7:00pm

7:30pm

The Truth About Population
See 9pm [RP] [CC]

1:30am		 Hard Rock Medical

3:00am Question Period [NEW!]

MONDAY MARCH 6

12:00am Don’t Panic:

Attenborough’s Ark
From the weird to the wonderful, David
Attenborough chooses his 10 favourite
animals that he would most like to save
from extinction. [CC]
7:00pm

See description on first page.

Deliverance (5 of 5). The Italians are defeated
at Caporette, and a Bolshevik Russia pulls
out of the war. However, the American
reinforcements are decisive, and the
Allies emerge victorious. [DV] [CC]
10:00pm Power and the World’s Women

Urn to Let Go. Gina’s apology to a patient
goes terribly awry and Charlie gets news that
may put an end to his dream of a medical
career. 14+ [DV] [RP] [CC]
11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.

Breakthrough – Energy on the Edge.
Reliance on fossil fuels is leading us into
a global energy crisis. If we act now,
developments in energy production could
avert disaster and usher in a new era of
clean, safe energy. [CC]

With candid interviews with three of the
most powerful women in recent history,
this film investigates the struggles they
experienced to make a difference to the
rights of half the world’s population. [CC]

11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.

11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin
12:00am The Missing

(5 of 8). See 9pm 14+ [RP] [CC]

See description on first page.

12:00am Apocalypse: World War 1

Deliverance (5 of 5). See 9pm [DV] [RP] [CC]
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Power and the World’s Women
See 10pm [RP] [CC]
1:00am

2:00am Borgen

The Last Worker. As Birgitte Nyborg’s
government is preparing to present a new
reform package, the media unleashes
a personal attack on party leader Bjørn
Marrot. 14+ [CC]
3:00am Question Period [NEW!]

Question Period in the Legislative
Assembly of Ontario [CC]

The Food Detectives
(6 of 6) With the help of food scientists and
a panel of taste testers, consumer journalist
Sean Fletcher investigates the ingredients
in bread. Will budget, premium or standard
come out on top? [CC]
4:05am

THURSDAY MARCH 9
Walking Through History
The Lakes. Thirty years after the Romans
invaded Britain, they were ready to take
on the Lake District. With the toughest
landscape they had ever encountered,
it was no small task. [DV] [CC]
7:00pm

8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.

2:00am Borgen

Battle Ready. After Bjørn Marrot’s exit,
Hoxenhaven jumps at the opportunity
to step in as new party leader. But when
compromising photos of Hoxenhaven
turn up, Laugesen wants to publish them
immediately. 14+ [CC]
3:00am Question Period [NEW!]

Question Period in the Legislative
Assembly of Ontario [CC]

Autism Grows Up
Tens of thousands of young adults
with autism spectrum disorder are
looking for work in Canada – and over
a hundred thousand more are on
their way. Are we ready? [CC]
4:05am

FRIDAY MARCH 10
Hard Rock Medical
Urn to Let Go. Gina’s apology to a patient
goes terribly awry and Charlie gets news that
may put an end to his dream of a medical
career. 14+ [DV] [RP] [CC]
7:00pm

Heartbeat
Intuition. See 9pm [RP] [CC]
1:00am

2:00am Borgen

Plant a Tree. Birgitte Nyborg’s government
is about to negotiate the environmental
element of the new reform package. She wants
a multi-party agreement but the Green
leader is unwilling to compromise. 14+ [CC]
3:00am Borgen

Them and Us. Just as Birgitte Nyborg’s new
government is getting back on track after
the Green Party’s exit, internal strife erupts
among coalition partners. 14+ [CC]
4:00am Borgen

What is Lost Inwardly Must be Gained
Outwardly. Birgitte Nyborg’s government
is having difficulty passing legislation.
Financier Joachim Crohne approaches her
to intervene in an African republic where
civil war is interfering with his oil business.
14+ [CC]

SATURDAY MARCH 11

7:25pm The Water Brothers [NEW!]
(2 of 6). Most of us enjoy fresh clean tap
water 24/7, but few of us are aware of the
complex network of pipes and sewage
systems that bring us that water and take
away our waste. [CC]

7:00pm

National Geographic
Sea’s Strangest Square Mile. At first sight it
is featureless and devoid of life, yet some of
the ocean’s most bizarre creatures live here,
with incredibly engineered bodies from
which science is still learning. [CC]

8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

8:00pm Full Steam Ahead [NEW!]

9:00pm SEED: The Untold Story [NEW!]

Follow the passionate seed keepers who
protect our 12,000-year-old food legacy.
This film provides the historical, political
and deep cultural context to food diversity.
[CC]

10:00pm Nefertiti’s Daughters

Focused on the role of women artists in
the struggle for political change, witness
how the iconic graffiti of Queen Nefertiti
placed her on the front lines in the fight
for women’s rights in Egypt. [CC]

See description on first page.
9:00pm Heartbeat

Intuition. Mary’s old flame, Bill offers
her a job managing his hotel. Meanwhile,
Celia suspects her sister Eileen’s husband
is harming her. 14+ [CC]

9:00pm Strike A Pose [NEW!]
10:00pm New Tricks

See description on first page.

Romans Ruined. When a Roman sword
is discovered with traces of blood on it,
the DNA is linked to an unidentified,
headless corpse found near Heathrow
in November 2008. 14+ [CC]

12:00am SEED: The Untold Story

11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

Nefertiti’s Daughters
See 10pm [RP] [CC]

12:00am Do You Really Want To Know?

11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See 9pm [RP] [CC]
1:00am

(1 of 6). Join Ruth Goodman, Alex Langlands,
and Peter Ginn as they explore how the
introduction of the steam railways created
a domestic revolution, changing the way we
live, from the houses we live in to the food
we eat. [CC]

See description on first page.

Explore the complex emotional, ethical and
psychological issues surrounding the new
frontier of predictive genetic testing. [DV] [CC]

Madonna’s Truth Or Dare dancers reveal
their complicated experience on and after
the tour regarding gay rights, and personal
freedom. [CC]
10:30pm 10 Billion –

What’s On Your Plate?
In the middle of the heated debate
about food security comes this broad and
analytical look into global food production
and distribution – from artificial meats
to trendy self-cultivation. [CC]
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11:30pm National Geographic

Sea’s Strangest Square Mile. See 7pm [RP] [CC]
12:30am Full Steam Ahead

(1 of 6). See 8pm [RP] [CC]

Green Heroes
Green is the New Black. Fashion and beauty
items can carry a high cost for the planet.
These Green Heroes are making it hip to
go green. [DV] [CC]
1:30am

9:00pm Midsomer Murders

Murder by Magic. Pub landlady Hannah
Altman is crushed to death when a stunt
goes wrong during a magic show by famous
illusionist Gideon Latimer. 14+ [CC]
10:30pm Everything Will Be

Julia Kwan captures the subtle nuances
of a culturally diverse neighbourhood –
Vancouver’s once-thriving Chinatown.
Members of the community offer their
perspectives on its shifting landscape. [CC]

2:00am Borgen

What is Lost Inwardly Must be Gained
Outwardly (2 of 2). The leaders of North
and South Kharun arrive in Copenhagen
for peace talks, but almost immediately
news arrives of an outbreak of hostilities
in a disputed border region. 14+ [CC]

12:15am Strike A Pose

Madonna’s Truth Or Dare dancers reveal
their complicated experience on and after
the tour regarding gay rights, and personal
freedom. [RP] [CC]
2:00am Borgen

3:00am Borgen

The Sanctity of Private Life. When Laura
Christensen’s psychiatrist suggests
admitting her to a private hospital, Birgitte
Nyborg and Phillip Christensen immediately
agree, but Birgitte’s own tax reforms force
her to pay out of her pocket. 14+ [CC]

A Child of Denmark. Birgitte Nyborg
returns as a lecturer and board member of
a corporation. The Moderate Party is now
led by Kruse, whose coziness with the
Hesselboe government leads Birgitte to
re-enter politics. 14+ [CC]
3:00am Borgen

4:00am Borgen

An Extraordinary Remark. Birgitte Nyborg
is on a month leave from her post as prime
minister to focus on family. Hans-Christian
Thorsen, Labour Party chairman, has
positioned himself to be her possible
successor. 14+ [CC]

The Land is Built on Law. Birgitte Nyborg
assembles the founding members of her
New Democratic party: the young Moderate
MP Nete, her former education minister
Jon, and the New Right deputy leader
Erik Hoffman. 14+ [CC]
4:00am Borgen

SUNDAY MARCH 12
National Geographic
Finding the Lost Da Vinci. Leonardo
da Vinci’s The Battle of Anghiari vanished
500 years ago. Maurizio Seracini is staking
his reputation on the theory that the lost
mural is behind the walls of the Palazzo
Vecchio. [DV] [CC]
7:00pm

The Right Shade of Brown. Jon Berthelsen
gets a large contribution from a banker,
but Birgitte Nyborg returns it when she
discovers that Jon’s proposed new financial
policy includes concessions to the banker’s
wishes. 14+ [CC]

MONDAY MARCH 13
The Water Brothers
(2 of 6). Most of us enjoy fresh clean tap
water 24/7, but few of us are aware of the
severe problems facing outdated water
networks in major cities around the world.
7:00pm

8:00pm A Park for All Seasons

Killarney. Killarney Provincial Park was
created by an appeal from an original Group
of Seven member and was a battleground in
the early environmental movement. [RP] [CC]
8:30pm The Water Brothers
(2 of 6). Most of us enjoy fresh clean tap
water 24/7, but few of us are aware of the
severe problems facing outdated water networks in major cities around the world. [RP] [CC]

[RP] [CC]

Food Unwrapped
(2 of 5). Jimmy Doherty finds out why
Iceland supplies most of Britain’s cod.
And Matt Tebbutt discovers why popcorn
doesn’t fill you up. [CC]
7:30pm

8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.

9:00pm The Missing [NEW!]

(6 of 8). Tony desperately tries to cover his
tracks as he deals with the consequences
of his actions. With her world collapsing
around her, Emily finally breaks down. 14+
[CC]

10:00pm Superfoods:

The Real Story [NEW!]
(6 of 8). Kate Quilton goes salmon fishing
in Oregon. She also comes to grips with tiger
nuts in Spain. [CC]
10:30pm Unheralded

Explore a week in the life of the Lakefield
Herald, a local newspaper published in
Lakefield, Ont. [CC]
11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.
12:00am The Missing

(6 of 8). See 9pm [RP] [CC]

Superfoods: The Real Story
(6 of 8). See 10pm [RP] [CC]
1:00am

1:30am		

Unheralded
See 10:30pm [RP] [CC]
2:00am Borgen

One Man’s Meat. Birgitte Nyborg’s British
boyfriend, Jeremy, gets sick from eating
pork, which triggers press attention on the
famous Danish ham industry. 14+ [CC]
3:00am Borgen

Thou Shalt Not Commit Adultery.
The parliament considers a bill against
prostitution after a scandal about sex
trade. All parties are in favour but the
New Democrats want time to investigate
the matter more thoroughly. 14+ [CC]
4:00am Borgen

Sons of the Past. The New Democrats
struggle to get enough signatures to
participate in the election. Furthermore,
they need many more candidates to contest
each constituency. 14+ [CC]
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TUESDAY MARCH 14

WEDNESDAY MARCH 15

THURSDAY MARCH 16

National Geographic
Laverstoke Distillery: Breaking Ground.
In one of Europe’s most ambitious projects,
Thomas Heatherwick’s architects battle
to keep their glasshouse looking just so,
while the engineers struggle to work out
how to make them. [CC]

7:00pm

Expedition Tiger
(1 of 3). With tigers heading for extinction,
a team of cat experts and wildlife filmmakers are given access to the jungles
of Bhutan for what could be the last chance
to save this magnificent animal. [CC]

7:00pm

7:00pm

Walking Through History
Cornwall. In the 18th century there was
a sure-fire way to earn a living along the
Cornish coast: smuggling. Tony Robinson
embarks on a trek along the coastline
between Plymouth and Falmouth to
discover its history. [DV] [RP] [CC]

8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin
8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.

See description on first page.

8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.

9:00pm Touching Life [NEW!]
9:00pm Don’t Panic: How to End

Poverty in 15 Years
Hans Rosling is one of the world’s most
sought-after public speakers. In this film,
he offers real hope for an end to global
poverty. [CC]

Follow the lives of Yuko and Thilo, a visually
impaired couple raising their sighted sevenyear-old son. Learn how they pursued their
dream of overcoming their disability and
falling in love. [CC]
10:00pm Don’t Think I’ve Forgotten:

10:00pm National Geographic [NEW!]

Breakthrough – Water Apocalypse.
Earth is facing the devastating loss of a vital
resource: clean water. Now, innovators
across the globe are seeking solutions in
emergent technologies to prevent a planetwide water crisis. [CC]
11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.

12:00am Don’t Panic: How to End

Cambodia’s Lost Rock & Roll
This documentary tracks the twists and
turns of Cambodian music as it morphs
into rock and roll, blossoms, and is nearly
destroyed along with the rest of the country.

9:00pm Exodus:

Our Journey to Europe
(1 of 3). Thousands of refugees arrive in the
Turkish port of Izmir. Meet an 11-year-old
girl who is selling black-market cigarettes
so that her family can pay smugglers to take
them across the Mediterranean. [CC]
10:00pm Rococo

[CC]

Travel (1 of 3). Waldemar Januszczak
reveals how travel in the 18th century had
a great impact on some of the finest art
ever made. [CC]

11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

12:00am Touching Life

12:00am Exodus:

See description on first page.
See 9pm [RP] [CC]

Poverty in 15 Years

See description on first page.

Our Journey to Europe
(1 of 3). See 9pm [RP] [CC]

See 9pm [RP] [CC]

1:00am

1:00am

National Geographic
Breakthrough – Water Apocalypse. See 10pm

See 10pm [RP] [CC]

[RP] [CC]

2:00am Expedition Tiger

2:00am Walking Through History

3:00am Borgen

3:00am How to Build a Planet

Don’t Think I’ve Forgotten:
Cambodia’s Lost Rock & Roll

(1 of 3). See 7pm [RP] [CC]

Rococo
Travel (1 of 3). See 10pm [RP] [CC]
1:00am

Cornwall. See 7pm [DV] [RP] [CC]

2:00am National Geographic

Laverstoke Distillery: Breaking Ground.
See 7pm [RP] [CC]
3:00am Borgen

The Fall. The New Democrats are invited
to join a broad coalition of opposition parties.
However, the New Democrats have no say in
the electoral program as Birgitte Nyborg can
only sign the deal or walk away. 14+ [CC]
4:00am Borgen

When the Facts Change. Birgitte Nyborg
fears the New Democrats will not win
the elections if they are a minor player in
the coalition of the opposition. She decides
the New Democrats have to make their
own stand. 14+ [CC]

Sense and Sensibility. With the general
election nearing, the mudslinging begins.
Can Birgitte Nyborg keep both her integrity
and win votes? And can TV1 win viewers
with its new election debate format?
14+ [CC]

(1 of 2). How do you build a solar system
from scratch? Richard Hammond is going
to build the whole thing, piece by piece,
from the top of a two-mile-high tower in
the Californian desert. [CC]
4:00am How to Build a Planet

4:00am Borgen

The Election. The day of the election finally
arrives. However, politics is not the only
thing on Birgitte Nyborg’s mind. 14+ [CC]

(2 of 2) With eye-popping computer graphics,
Richard Hammond discovers that it takes
an entire universe to make our planet just
right for us. [CC]
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FRIDAY MARCH 17
A Park for All Seasons
Killarney. Killarney Provincial Park was
created by an appeal from an original Group
of Seven member and was a battleground in
the early environmental movement. [RP] [CC]
7:00pm

4:00am Calculating Ada:

The Countess of Computing
Explore the extraordinary life of Ada
Lovelace and her legacy as the world’s
first computer programmer. [CC]

SATURDAY MARCH 18

SUNDAY MARCH 19
National Geographic
Congo: On The Lava Trail. A National
Geographic expedition goes into the heart
of Mount Nyiragongo to unlock the secrets
of this volcano in the hope of predicting
and preventing a threatening catastrophe.
7:00pm

The Water Brothers [NEW!]
(3 of 6). It has been nearly impossible
to monitor the vast ocean. However,
recent advancements in robot and satellite
technology are allowing humans to monitor
the ocean like never before. [CC]

7:00pm

National Geographic
Land of Fire (1 of 2). Visit the fiery heart
of Hawaii – from volcanic eruptions
spewing rivers of molten lava to turtles
that bury secrets – in a landscape that
defies expectations. [CC]

[DV] [CC]

8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

8:00pm Full Steam Ahead [NEW!]

[RP] [CC]

7:30pm

See description on first page.
9:00pm Heartbeat

Puppet on a String. Alison’s friend Sandra
arranges to have an abortion. The police
investigate Sandra’s father on suspicion
of smuggling - but have no proof. 14+ [CC]
10:00pm New Tricks

In Vino Veritas. When a Turkish girl working
illegally in Dalston is arrested, UCOS wants
to talk to her about the unsolved murder
of pub landlord Richard Gibson, who died
in a fire in 2009. 14+ [CC]
11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.

(2 of 6). In Yorkshire, Ruth Goodman sees
how farmers created a monopoly on rhubarb
by growing the crop in dark sheds and
transporting it nightly to London. [CC]
9:00pm Love, Marilyn

Fifty years after her death, two boxes of
Marilyn Monroe’s writings were discovered
in the home of her acting coach. The film
features dramatic readings of these diaries.
[DV] [CC]

11:00pm Green Heroes

Moving Green. Climate change presents
new problems we have never faced before.
Businesses and politicians are now coming
up with ways to reduce emissions by enticing
us to try new ways to travel. [DV] [CC]

8:00pm A Park for All Seasons

Sleeping Giant. Nanabijou, the Sleeping
Giant, lies across the harbour in Thunder
Bay. The park’s recreational trails may be
affecting deer, wolf and moose populations.

8:30pm The Water Brothers

(3 of 6). It has been nearly impossible to
monitor the vast ocean. However, recent
advancements in robot and satellite
technology are allowing humans to monitor
the ocean like never before. [RP] [CC]
9:00pm Midsomer Murders

The Ballad of Midsomer County. It’s the
day of the Little Crosby Folk Festival and
organizer Toby Winning is found dead,
having mysteriously drowned in a bowl
of eggs and live eels. 14+ [CC]
10:30pm Touching Life

Land of Fire (1 of 2). See 7pm [RP] [CC]

Follow the lives of Yuko and Thilo, a visually
impaired couple raising their sighted sevenyear-old son. Learn how they pursued their
dream of overcoming their disability and
falling in love. [CC]

12:30am Full Steam Ahead

11:30pm Survivors Rowe

12:00am Anti-Social Limited

Follow the charismatic Chris Hoard,
a former drug dealer who wants to turn
his life around by starting a legitimate,
all-Native renovation and construction
company. [DV] [CC]

11:30pm National Geographic

1:00am

Heartbeat
Puppet on a String. See 9pm [RP] [CC]

1:30am		

2:00am New Tricks

3:30am

(2 of 6). See 8pm [RP] [CC]

Love, Marilyn
See 9pm [DV] [RP] [CC]

For almost 20 years, Anglican minister
Ralph Rowe sexually abused children on
reserves across Northern Ontario. This
documentary explores the harrowing stories
of three men who were victims of Rowe. [CC]

In Vino Veritas. See 10pm [RP] [CC]

Green Heroes
Moving Green. See 11pm [DV] [RP] [CC]

12:00am National Geographic

3:00am A Park for All Seasons

4:00am Policing the Police

[DV] [RP] [CC]

Killarney. See 7pm [RP] [CC]

3:27am		 The Water Brothers

(3 of 6). See 7:30pm [RP] [CC]

An unflinching look inside the Newark
Police Department in New Jersey, one of
many troubled forces in America ordered
to reform. [CC]

Congo: On The Lava Trail. See 7pm

A Park for All Seasons
Sleeping Giant. See 8pm [RP] [CC]
1:00am

1:30am		 The Water Brothers

(3 of 6). See 8:30pm [RP] [CC]
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2:00am Midsomer Murders

The Ballad of Midsomer County. See 9pm

1:30am		 TVO’s Short Doc Contest

The Winners. See 10:30pm [RP] [CC]

[RP] [CC]

2:00am A Park for All Seasons

Touching Life
See 10:30pm [CC]
3:30am

Survivors Rowe
See 11:30pm [RP] [CC]
4:30am

MONDAY MARCH 20
The Water Brothers
(3 of 6). It has been nearly impossible
to monitor the vast ocean. However,
recent advancements in robot and satellite
technology are allowing humans to
monitor the ocean like never before. [RP] [CC]

Sleeping Giant. Nanabijou, the Sleeping
Giant, lies across the harbour in Thunder
Bay. The park’s recreational trails may be
affecting deer, wolf and moose populations.
[RP] [CC]

The Water Brothers
(3 of 6). See 7pm [RP] [CC]
2:30am

7:00pm

Food Unwrapped
(3 of 5). Kate Quilton visits France to find out if
a glass of red wine a day keeps the doctor away.
And how do dairy farmers get exactly the
right amount of fat in every pint of milk? [CC]
7:30pm

9:00pm The Missing [NEW!]
(7 of 8). Three years after Oliver’s disappearance and no significant progress has
been made. The case takes an unexpected
turn when another young boy goes missing
in Chalons Bois. 14+ [CC]

10:30pm Short Doc Contest

The Winners. Meet the filmmakers who
won TVO’s Short Doc Contest 2016. Watch
their documentaries and commentary,
hosted by Chantal Braganza, editor of
tvo.org’s Shared Values coverage. [RP] [CC]
11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.

Question Period in the Legislative
Assembly of Ontario [CC]

2:00am National Geographic

Laverstoke Distillery: Flood of Tears. See 7pm
[RP] [CC]

Apocalypse: World War 1
Fury (1 of 5). On June 28th, 1914, the
assassination of an obscure Austrian
archduke in Sarajevo triggers the most
disastrous conflict the world has ever
known. [DV] [RP] [CC]
4:02am

TUESDAY MARCH 21
National Geographic
Laverstoke Distillery: Flood of Tears.
The massive project to turn a 19th century
paper mill into an arts distillery pushes
artisans, architects and gardeners to
their limit. [CC]
7:00pm

8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.

3:00am Question Period [NEW!]

Question Period in the Legislative Assembly
of Ontario [CC]
4:00am Apocalypse: World War 1

Fear (2 of 5). The French army stops the
German advance at the battle of the Marne,
while the Germans halt the Russians at
Tannenberg on the eastern front. [DV] [RP] [CC]

WEDNESDAY MARCH 22
Expedition Tiger
(2 of 3). The team strikes out from base camp
to track down tigers throughout Bhutan.
Gordon Buchanan uses clever fingerprinting
techniques to identify individual tigers from
their stripe patterns. [CC]
7:00pm

9:00pm Down the Deep,

Dark Web [NEW!]
Is the Darknet a glimpse into the dystopian
future, or the key to escaping the Orwellian
reality in which we are living? This is
the question at the heart of the investigation
of the Darknet. [CC]
10:00pm The Secrets of

Quantum Physics
Einstein’s Nightmare (1 of 2). Professor
Jim Al-Khalili traces the story of arguably
the most important, accurate and yet
perplexing scientific theory ever – quantum
physics. [CC]

12:00am The Missing
(7 of 8). See 9pm [RP] [CC]

11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

Superfoods: The Real Story
(7 of 8). See 10pm [RP] [CC]

12:00am Down the Deep, Dark Web

1:00am

Food Unwrapped
(3 of 5). Kate Quilton visits France to find out
if a glass of red wine a day keeps the doctor
away. And how do dairy farmers get exactly
the right amount of fat in every pint of milk?
[RP] [CC]

10:00pm Superfoods:

The Real Story [NEW!]
(7 of 8). Kate goes to L.A. to find out if
pomegranates can fix a bad memory.
Later, she travels to Thailand to try the
creepiest super-food contender: bugs. [CC]

1:30am		

3:00am Question Period [NEW!]

8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.

The Water Brothers
(3 of 6). It has been nearly impossible
to monitor the vast ocean. However,
recent advancements in robot and satellite
technology are allowing humans to monitor
the ocean like never before. [RP] [CC]
1:00am

See description on first page.

8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.

9:00pm Migrant Dreams [NEW!]

Follow the story of migrant workers who
come to work in Ontario greenhouses as
part of Canada’s Temporary Foreign Worker
Program. Examine the lives of a group of
women who resist systemic oppression.
[DV] [CC]

10:00pm The Man Who Saved

the Louvre
At the dawn of World War II, a resistance
group organizes an incredible extraction
of masterpieces from the Louvre Museum
to keep them out of the Nazis’ hands. [CC]

See 9pm [RP] [CC]
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11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

1:00am

See description on first page.

Rococo
Pleasure (2 of 3). See 10pm [RP] [CC]

12:00am Migrant Dreams

2:00am Walking Through History

See 9pm [DV] [RP] [CC]
1:00am

The Man Who Saved
the Louvre

12:00am Mugshot

Wigan Pier. See 7pm [DV] [RP] [CC]

Originally a law enforcement tool,
the mugshot has deviated from its
fundamental purpose as a source
of criminal identification. [DV] [CC]

3:00am Question Period [NEW!]

1:00am

See 10pm [RP] [CC]

Question Period in the Legislative
Assembly of Ontario [CC]

2:00am Expedition Tiger

4:00am Apocalypse: World War 1

Heartbeat
Honor Amongst Thieves. See 9pm [RP] [CC]
2:00am New Tricks

(2 of 3). See 7pm [RP] [CC]

3:00am Question Period [NEW!]

Question Period in the Legislative
Assembly of Ontario [CC]

4:00am Apocalypse: World War 1

Hell (3 of 5). 1916. The war is raging in
Europe and stretches from France to
the Italian Alps. The conflict becomes
industrial, and millions of shells rain
down on the battlefields. [DV] [RP] [CC]

THURSDAY MARCH 23
Walking Through History
Wigan Pier. Tony Robinson visits Liverpool
and Lancashire for a towpath exploration
of grand industrial engineering along
the majestic Leeds and Liverpool Canal.
7:00pm

[DV] [RP] [CC]

8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.
9:00pm Exodus:

Our Journey to Europe
(2 of 3). With his wife and young daughters
trapped in Syria, time is of the essence for
Ahmad. In Calais, his first attempt to cross
the channel almost results in suffocation
in a flour tanker. [CC]

Rage (4 of 5). 1917. People have had enough
of the war. Behind the scenes, uprisings
are brewing. German submarine attacks in
the Atlantic will finally pull the Americans
into the war, but they arrive too late to help
prevent the carnage of the Battle
of Passchendaele. [DV] [RP] [CC]

FRIDAY MARCH 24
A Park for All Seasons
Sleeping Giant. Nanabijou, the Sleeping
Giant, lies across the harbour in Thunder
Bay. The park’s recreational trails may be
affecting deer, wolf and moose populations.
7:00pm

[RP] [CC]

The Water Brothers [NEW!]
(4 of 6). Canada is home to over 1 million
lakes and one of the largest freshwater
supplies in the world, but scientists are
discovering that these vast freshwater
resources are increasingly at risk. [CC]
7:30pm

8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.

11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.
12:00am Exodus:

Our Journey to Europe
(2 of 3). See 9pm [RP] [CC]

3:00am A Park for All Seasons

Sleeping Giant. See 7pm [RP] [CC]

The Water Brothers
(4 of 6). See 7:30pm [RP] [CC]
3:30am

4:00am Apocalypse: World War 1

Deliverance (5 of 5). The Allies are unable
to negotiate an honorable peace agreement,
and the Treaty of Versailles, 20 years later,
has disastrous consequences. [DV] [RP] [CC]

SATURDAY MARCH 25
National Geographic
Secrets of the Deep (2 of 2). Head to the wet
and wild Hawaii, where giant mantas fly
through the sea and humpback whales fight
to the death. [CC]
7:00pm

8:00pm Full Steam Ahead [NEW!]

(3 of 6). The team finds out how the railways
transformed the British diet, rescuing a
nation that was struggling to feed itself. [CC]
9:00pm What a Difference a Day Made:

9:00pm Heartbeat

Honor Amongst Thieves. Author Honor
Gale arrives in Aidensfield but insists on
remaining incognito. She also takes a liking
to Mike, and their photo appears in the
local paper. 14+ [CC]

10:00pm Rococo

Pleasure (2 of 3). Waldemar Januszczak
celebrates Rococo art by examining three
key territories of Rococo achievement –
travel, pleasure, and madness. [CC]

The English Defence. See 10pm [RP] [CC]

Doris Day Superstar
This account of Doris Day’s life and career
offers fascinating insight into her distant
Germanic roots and her hard-working days
in Hollywood. [CC]
10:35pm Black Power: America’s

10:00pm New Tricks

The English Defence. While investigating
the murder of 55-year-old interpreter Agnes
Bradley, the UCOS team get a partial DNA
match from a teenage boy who once threw
a brick onto a motorway as a dare. 14+ [CC]

Armed Resistance
Filmmaker Dan Murdoch’s aim is to find
out what Black power means, what its
motivations are and why this movement
seems to be gaining traction. [CC]
11:30pm National Geographic

11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.

Secrets of the Deep (2 of 2). See 7pm [RP] [CC]
12:30am Full Steam Ahead

(3 of 6). See 8pm [RP] [CC]
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1:30am		 What a Difference a Day Made:

Doris Day Superstar

See 9pm [RP] [CC]

Black Power:
America’s Armed Resistance
See 10:35pm [RP] [CC]

3:05am

4:00am At Home in the World

Take a look into the life of refugee children
in Denmark while they wait for resident
permits. Watch as they cope with their
troubled past and the challenges of the
present. [CC]

SUNDAY MARCH 26
National Geographic
A Penguin’s Life. Antarctica’s large emperor
penguins make human parenthood look
easy. This is a harrowing story of survival
and reproduction in the harshest climate
on Earth. [CC]

7:00pm

8:00pm A Park for All Seasons

Quetico. The waterways of this park were
once the highways of fur traders. Today,
this remote northern beauty pioneers forest
fire strategies and faces a declining moose
population. [RP] [CC]
8:30pm The Water Brothers

(4 of 6). Canada is home to over 1 million
lakes and one of the largest freshwater
supplies in the world, but scientists are
discovering that these vast freshwater
resources are increasingly at risk. [RP] [CC]
9:00pm Midsomer Murders
A Vintage Murder. The launch of the latest
sparkling wine by Midsomer Vinae Winery
falls flat when critic Nadia Simons gives it a
scathing review. Suddenly, guests sampling
the wine start to collapse. 14+ [CC]
10:30pm Migrant Dreams

(Feature Version)
Follow the story of migrant workers who
come to work in Ontario greenhouses as
part of Canada’s Temporary Foreign
Worker Program. [DV] [CC]

1:30am		 The Water Brothers

1:00am

(4 of 6). See 8:30pm [RP] [CC]

Superfoods: The Real Story
(8 of 8). See 10pm [RP] [CC]

2:00am Midsomer Murders

1:30am		

Migrant Dreams
(Feature Version)
See 10:30pm [DV] [RP] [CC]

2:00am The Water Brothers

A Vintage Murder. See 9pm [RP] [CC]
3:30am

Survivors Rowe
See 10:30pm [RP] [CC]
(4 of 6). See 7pm [RP] [CC]

Food Unwrapped
(4 of 5). See 7:30pm [RP] [CC]
2:30am

MONDAY MARCH 27
The Water Brothers
(4 of 6). Canada is home to over 1 million
lakes and one of the largest freshwater
supplies in the world, but scientists are
discovering that these vast freshwater
resources are increasingly at risk. [RP] [CC]
7:00pm

Food Unwrapped
(4 of 5). Jimmy Doherty investigates whether
manuka honey has any medicinal properties.
Meanwhile, Kate Quilton discovers why
some varieties of caviar are cheaper than
others. [CC]
7:30pm

8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.

9:00pm The Missing [NEW!]

(8 of 8). New evidence brings Tony, Emily,
Julien and Mark even closer to finding out
the truth behind Oliver’s disappearance.
Are they prepared for the reality of what
actually happened to their son? [CC]
10:00pm Superfoods:

The Real Story [NEW!]
(8 of 8). In Los Angeles, Kate Quilton
discovers if avocados can make burgers
healthy. She also looks at cinnamon for type
2 diabetes and hot chilies for heartburn. [CC]
10:30pm Survivors Rowe

For almost 20 years, Anglican minister
Ralph Rowe sexually abused children on
reserves across Northern Ontario. This
documentary explores the harrowing stories
of three men who were victims of Rowe.
[RP] [CC]

3:00am Question Period [NEW!]

Question Period in the Legislative
Assembly of Ontario [CC]
4:00am The Ottomans:

Europe’s Muslim Emperors
(1 of 3). The unlikely roots of the Ottomans
are revealed by Rageh Omaar. In a rural
backwater of modern-day Turkey, they
became rulers of a vast empire spanning
three continents. [CC]

TUESDAY MARCH 28
National Geographic
Laverstoke Distillery: Building the Impossible.
Ambitious vision and real world engineering
collide as the effort to construct the two
glasshouses hits a series of problems. [CC]
7:00pm

8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.
9:00pm Blood Lions

Follow acclaimed environmental journalist
Ian Michler onto breeding farms to witness
the results of lions reared in battery cages –
a stark contrast to their wild cousins. [CC]
10:00pm The Secrets of

Quantum Physics
Let There Be Life. Jim Al-Khalili investigates
whether quantum physics might solve
mysteries in biology. He finds out that even
our sense of smell is touched by quantum
vibrations. [CC]
11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.

11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin
12:00am National Geographic
A Penguin’s Life. See 7pm [RP] [CC]

See description on first page.

12:00am Blood Lions

See 9pm [RP] [CC]

12:00am The Missing

A Park for All Seasons
Quetico. See 8pm [RP] [CC]
1:00am

(8 of 8). See 9pm [RP] [CC]
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THURSDAY MARCH 30

9:00pm Heartbeat

Laverstoke Distillery: Building the Impossible.
See 7pm [RP] [CC]

Walking Through History
Northumbria. From the Scottish Borders
to the Holy Island, Tony Robinson is on the
trail to one of Northumbria’s greatest sons:
Saint Cuthbert. [DV] [RP] [CC]

10:00pm New Tricks

4:00am The Ottomans:

8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.

Breadcrumbs. When cold-crime enthusiast
Ellen Barker is murdered, a photo of
Dan Griffin is found at her house. 14+ [CC]

9:00pm Exodus: Our Journey

11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

The Secrets of
Quantum Physics
Let There Be Life. See 10pm [RP] [CC]

1:00am

2:00am National Geographic

Europe’s Muslim Emperors
(2 of 3). Examine the cultural legacy
of the Ottoman sultans and the political
architecture of the Ottoman rule. [CC]

WEDNESDAY MARCH 29
Expedition Tiger
(3 of 3). Steve Backshall treks to the
mystical Tiger Mountain and has a very
close encounter with the world’s most
elusive predator. [CC]

7:00pm

to Europe
(3 of 3). Watch as Alaigie prepares to leave
Gambia to travel 6,000 kilometres to Italy
to find work. [CC]

See description on first page.
9:00pm Golden Girl [NEW!]

Frida Wallberg was the best female boxer
alive until she suffered a blow that would
impact her life forever. [CC]
10:20pm Cavedigger

Using only hand tools, Ra Paulette sculpts
magnificent and intricate cave complexes
under New Mexico’s arid landscape.
Follow him as he sets out to carve his
ultimate creation. [CC]
11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.
12:00am Golden Girl

See 9pm [RP] [CC]

See description on first page.
12:00am A Sorry State

10:00pm Rococo

Madness (3 of 3). The final episode focuses
on Rococo artists descent into madness. [CC]

With three Canadian government
apologies to his parents and stepparents,
filmmaker Mitch Miyagawa may have the
most apologized-to family in the world. But
can saying “sorry” fix past atrocities? [DV] [CC]

11:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

1:00am

See description on first page.

Heartbeat
Shotgun Wedding. See 9pm [RP] [CC]

12:00am Exodus:

2:00am New Tricks

7:00pm

8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

Shotgun Wedding. A botched robbery leaves
a guard dead and one of the robbers seriously
injured. Meanwhile, a mysterious woman
seeks out Greengrass. 14+ [CC]

Our Journey to Europe
(3 of 3). See 9pm [RP] [CC]

Breadcrumbs. See 10pm [RP] [CC]

Rococo
Madness (3 of 3). See 10pm [RP] [CC]

Quetico. See 7pm [RP] [CC]

1:00am

3:00am A Park for All Seasons

The Water Brothers
(5 of 6). See 7:30pm [RP] [CC]
3:30am

2:00am Walking Through History

Northumbria. See 7pm [DV] [RP] [CC]
4:00am Deadly Depths

One million tons of discarded chemical
weapons litter the world’s ocean beds.
Does an ecological catastrophe loom?
[RP] [CC]

4:00am At Home in the World

Take a look into the life of refugee
children in Denmark while they wait
for resident permits. Watch as they cope
with their troubled past and the challenges
of the present. [RP] [CC]

FRIDAY MARCH 31
A Park for All Seasons
Quetico. This park was once the highways
of fur traders. Today, this remote northern
beauty pioneers forest fire strategies and
faces a declining moose population. [RP] [CC]
7:00pm

Cavedigger
See 10:20pm [RP] [CC]
1:20am

2:00am Expedition Tiger

(3 of 3). See 7pm [RP] [CC]

The Water Brothers [NEW!]
(5 of 6). 70% of all the freshwater humans
use is for agriculture. Amazing new technologies are now being tested to help us grow
more food while using less water. [CC]
7:30pm

4:00am The Ottomans:

Europe’s Muslim Emperors
(3 of 3) Rageh Omaar discovers how this
great empire was finally destroyed and how
its collapse created tensions that still
resonate today. [CC]

8:00pm The Agenda with Steve Paikin

See description on first page.
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